Background {#Sec1}
==========

Controlling the motion behaviors of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and nanorobots is a complex and challenging issue due to surface and interface effects. The stimulation of natural, synthetic, physical, and other energy sources can control mechanical movement of nano- and micromotors \[[@CR1]\]. For example, it is possible to drive nonpolar nanocars unidirectionally \[[@CR2]\] and four-wheeled molecules directionally with the help of an external electric field \[[@CR3]\] and thermally drive molecular nanocars directionally \[[@CR4]\].

Carbon nanotubes play an important role in NEMS because of their excellent electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties. Nanodevices based on carbon nanotubes such as nanogears \[[@CR5]\], nanomotors \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\], nanobearings \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\], and nanoscale electromechanical actuators \[[@CR10]\] have been designed. However, tuning the motion of these nanodevices is still an open question. Research documents reported that thermal gradient was used to actuate the coaxial nanotubes \[[@CR11]\]. Meanwhile, researchers studied the factors that might influence the motion behavior of carbon nanotubes, including the commensurate or incommensurate state between interfaces \[[@CR12]\], the deformation of the carbon nanotubes \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\], and the introduced groups such as hydrogens at the ends of a motor \[[@CR16]\]. Among these factors, introducing functional groups on carbon nanotubes is relatively easy to achieve. Researchers have studied the motion and friction properties of surface-fluorinated carbon nanotubes \[[@CR17]\], graphene oxide layers with different functional groups \[[@CR18]\], and hydrogenated graphene \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. However, the effect of introduced hydroxyl groups on the motion behavior of carbon nanotubes has not been reported until now. This paper demonstrates that the introduction of hydroxyl groups can tune the rolling or sliding behavior of carbon nanotube. Our study may shed light on directionally controlled motion of sophisticated molecular mechanical systems based on carbon nanotubes, such as rack-and-pinion nanogear. Moreover, for other cylindrical nanomaterials, such as nanoscrolls that have great potential \[[@CR21]\], the results also provide a possible way for the control of their motion.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The simulation models are composed of single-walled carbon nanotubes (10,10) (SWCNTs) and Si substrate. Three different structures are considered, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Model a is an ideal simulation model (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which includes horizontally oriented carbon nanotube and Si substrate. Model b is composed of carbon nanotube and hydroxyl group-covered Si substrate (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Model c is also composed of carbon nanotube and Si substrate, but both parts are covered with hydroxyl groups on the surfaces (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The content of hydroxyl groups on the Si substrate refers to the ratio of the number of hydroxyl groups to the number of Si atoms on the surface of the Si substrate. The dimension of Si (0 0 1) substrate is 8.01 nm in the *x* direction and 7.98 nm in the *y* direction. The Si substrate consists of 5400 Si atoms.Fig. 1Simulation models. **a** Ideal. **b** Si substrate covered with hydroxyl groups. **c** Carbon nanotube and Si substrate are both covered with hydroxyl groups

The AIREBO potential \[[@CR22]\] and TERSOFF potential \[[@CR23]\] are applied to describe the interactions among C atoms within the carbon nanotube and those among Si atoms within the substrate, respectively. Since the O atoms are not considered in the AIREBO potential, an OPLS force field is employed to describe Si--O--H in Si substrate and C--O--H on carbon nanotube \[[@CR24]--[@CR27]\]. The hydrogen bond between interfaces in model c is calculated by the DREIDING force field \[[@CR28]\]. The Van der Waals' force between the carbon nanotube and Si substrate is described by Classic 12-6 Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential \[[@CR29]\]. The parameters for C, H, and O can be found in literature \[[@CR25]\], and the parameters for Si are in literature \[[@CR28]\]. The motion of the carbon nanotube presented here is simulated by Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) \[[@CR30]\]. All simulations are performed in the canonical ensemble (NVT). The system temperature is 300 K. Comparing the results using Nosé-Hoover thermostat and the Langevin thermostat in model a, it shows that the Langevin thermostat nearly influences the motion of carbon nanotube and makes the system reach the equilibrium easier. Therefore, the Langevin thermostat is adopted in simulations. The damping coefficient of the Langevin thermostat, *t*~r~, which referred to the contribution from random forces in the Langevin equation, is set at 0.1 ps for all cases \[[@CR31]\]. The bottom layer atoms of Si substrate are fixed to simulate Si wafer. The periodic boundary conditions are applied along the *x* and *y* directions. To conduct the same periodic boundary for carbon nanotube and Si substrate in the *y* direction, Si substrate is compressed 1.90% along the *y* direction, which is small; therefore, the influence on carbon nanotube's motion can be ignored. The numerical integration of the equations of dynamic is performed by the Velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.001 ps. The simulation process is as follows. First, the structure of the simulation system is optimized through energy minimization. Then, the relaxation is conducted for 100 ps to assure the system reaches equilibrium. Finally, a constant velocity or a constant force on the carbon nanotube along the *x* direction is set to make it move on the Si substrate. The constant velocity along the *x* direction is conducted by setting the lateral force of the center of the carbon nanotube zero.

Results and Discussion {#Sec3}
======================

We first set a constant translational velocity 10 m/s for carbon nanotube in the *x* direction. In both models a and b, the carbon nanotube slides on the substrate. However, rolling occurs in model c where the carbon nanotube and the Si substrate are both covered with hydroxyl groups. When the hydroxyl groups' ratio of carbon nanotube and Si substrate are both 10%, the carbon nanotube rolls on the Si substrate, accompanied by slight sliding (Additional file 1: Movie S1). Moreover, if the hydroxyl groups' ratio on the carbon nanotube and Si substrate are 10 and 20%, respectively, the carbon nanotube keeps rolling on the Si substrate during the simulation time (Additional file 2: Movie S2). Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the three-dimensional motion trajectory of a C atom on carbon nanotube when the hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate are 10 and 20%, respectively. The motion of the C atom represents the motion of the carbon nanotube because the carbon nanotube will not change its shape obviously. Carbon nanotube's coordinate in the *z* direction moves up and down obviously, and the maximum of *z* displacement is about 1.3 nm, which is similar to the diameter of SWCNT (10,10) of 1.38 nm. The result indicates the motion of rolling. The carbon nanotube moves about 10.8 nm in the *x* direction. Because the constant velocity 10 m/s in the *x* direction is applied to the carbon nanotube, which makes the carbon nanotube move 9.5 nm in the *x* direction during the 950-ps motion process. Therefore, the extra moving distance in the *x* direction is 1.3 nm. The value is equal to the maximum of z displacement, which indicates rolling is dominant in the motion. Besides, the slight sliding in the *y* direction also occurs. The reason can be attributed to the disequilibrium force along the axial direction of the carbon nanotube due to the random distribution of hydroxyl groups, which makes the carbon nanotube slide along the *y* direction. The similar phenomena can be found in another research work \[[@CR31]\]. When the hydroxyl groups' ratio on the carbon nanotube and Si substrate changes to 5% and 5%, and 5% and 10%, the movement of carbon nanotube becomes different. Figure [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the positon of a C atom in the *z* direction when the hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 5%/5%, 5%/10%, 10%/10%, and 10%/20%, respectively. In the cases that the hydroxyl groups' ratio is 5%/5% and 5%/10%, sliding is the major movement, accompanied by slight rolling. In the case when hydroxyl groups' ratio is 5%/5%, the carbon nanotube slides about 500 ps accompanied by slight rolling and then rolls about 500 ps. In the case when hydroxyl groups' ratio is 5%/10%, the carbon nanotube slides about 500 ps with slight rolling and then keeps sliding.Fig. 2**a** The three-dimensional motion trajectory of a C atom on carbon nanotube. The hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 10 and 20%, respectively. **b** The coordinate of a C atom on carbon nanotube in the *z* direction as a function of time. The hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 5%/5%, 5%/10%, 10%/10%, and 10%/20%, respectively

**Additional file 1: Movies S1**. (AVI 4439 kb)

**Additional file 2: Movies S2**. (AVI 4929 kb)

To establish the mechanism of the change of motion mode due to hydroxyl groups, we examine the interface potential energy under different conditions, as SWCNTs' motion behavior is influenced by interface potential barrier \[[@CR15]\]. The interfacial potential energies between carbon nanotube and Si substrate in models a and c are displayed in Fig. [3a, b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which is obtained by allowing the carbon nanotube slide over the substrate for 20.0 and 20.0 nm along the *x* and *y* directions, respectively, after relaxation. In model c, the case with the hydroxyl groups' ratio of carbon nanotube and Si substrate 10%/20% is selected because the carbon nanotube keeps rolling under this condition. In the ideal model a, owing to the incommensurate state between the carbon nanotube and Si substrate, the distribution of the potential energy between interfaces is even. As a result, the carbon nanotube slides on the substrate. However, in model c, the interaction of hydroxyl groups between interfaces leads to an enormous change of interfacial potential energy. The peak of local potential barrier even reaches the order of 10^7^ eV. The random distribution of hydroxyl groups causes the uniform distribution of the high potential barrier. Therefore, the carbon nanotube cannot cross the potential barrier directly, resulting in rolling to reduce the interfacial potential barrier. Because the potential barrier covers the whole surface due to random distribution of hydroxyl groups, the carbon nanotube keeps rolling along the *x* direction. To the cases in which the ratio of hydroxyl groups of carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 5%/5%, 5%/10%, and 10%/10%, their potential barrier is relatively lower than the case in which the hydroxyl groups' ratio is 10%/20%. The reason is that fewer hydroxyl groups on the interface result in weaker interaction. When the kinetic energy of carbon nanotube is higher than the barrier, it slides. Otherwise, the carbon nanotube begins to roll.Fig. 3**a**, **b** The interfacial potential energy between carbon nanotube and Si substrate. **a** Ideal model. **b** The hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 10%/20%. **c** The average friction on carbon nanotube in the six cases. The inset shows friction of carbon nanotube with time in three cases in models a, b, and c. The hydroxyl groups' ratio of carbon nanotube and Si substrate in models b and c is 0/10% and 10%/10%, respectively. **d** The average hydrogen bond numbers in the six cases in **c**

The introduction of hydroxyl groups between interfaces influences not only the motion of carbon nanotube but also the friction between interfaces. Figure [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the average friction on carbon nanotube in six cases, where the hydroxyl groups' ratio of the carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 0/0, 0/10%, 5%/5%, 5%/10%, 10%/10%, and 10%/20%, respectively. The results exhibit that the average friction increases significantly with the hydroxyl groups' ratio. In models a and b, the average friction force is nearly zero. Since surface roughness increases due to the introduction of hydroxyl groups, average friction in model b is greater than that in ideal model a. The inset in Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the fluctuation of lateral force in model b is larger than that in model a. In model c, because the carbon nanotube and Si substrate are both grafted hydroxyl groups, the fluctuation of lateral force and the mean friction are significantly greater than those in models a and b. When the hydroxyl groups' ratio is 10%/20%, the mean friction increases to about 2.19 nN.

For more in-depth insights of the mechanism of the friction and motion behavior, we have studied the chemical bonds during motion. We observe that hydrogen bonds form between hydroxyl groups on interfaces. The corresponding average hydrogen bond numbers in these six cases are illustrated in Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The increment of the hydrogen bond number leads to higher potential barrier and friction with the increase of the hydroxyl groups' ratio. This is in content that the hydrogen bond had great influence on friction \[[@CR32]\].

The motion behavior of carbon nanotube is influenced not only by the hydroxyl groups between interfaces but also by the velocity of carbon nanotubes, especially when an interfacial potential barrier is relatively low due to the small number of interfacial hydroxyl groups. With the carbon nanotube at speeds of 20, 50, 70 m/s, Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the coordinate of a C atom in the *z* direction when the hydroxyl groups' ratio of carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 5%/5%. At the speed of 20 m/s, rolling dominates in carbon nanotube's motion. At the speed of 50 m/s, carbon nanotube moves 50 nm in the *x* direction and rolls for one round, which means sliding and rolling occur alternately. At the speed of 70 m/s, carbon nanotube mainly slides on the substrate accompanied by a slight rolling. The reason is similar to that the introduced hydroxyl groups between surfaces can tune the motion of carbon nanotube. Since the interface barrier is relatively low, when the kinetic energy of carbon nanotube is large, the carbon nanotube directly passes through it. However, when the kinetic energy is low, the carbon nanotube tends to roll to lower the interface barrier. Moreover, the curve of the mean friction force with velocity of carbon nanotube when the hydroxyl groups' ratio is 5%/5% is shown in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Friction decreases with velocity, which is consistent with other researchers' experimental work \[[@CR32]\].Fig. 4**a** The coordinate of a C atom on carbon nanotube in the *z* direction as a function of time when the carbon nanotube moves at speeds of 20, 50, and 70 m/s. **b** The mean friction forces' curve with the velocities of carbon nanotube. **c** The coordinate of a C atom on the carbon nanotube in the *z* direction when the hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 5%/10%. The applied constant external force on the carbon nanotube is 0.000625 nN in the *x* direction

A similar result can be obtained by applying a constant external force on carbon nanotube in the *x* direction. On the one hand, when the external force is large, the carbon nanotube only slides on the substrate. On the other hand, if the force is too small, the carbon nanotube cannot move. As a result, there is a roll-slide transition under a constant external force of 0.000625nN. Figure [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the coordinate of a C atom on carbon nanotube in the *z* direction when the hydroxyl groups' ratio of carbon nanotube and Si substrate is 5%/10%. The result shows that the coordinate of the C atom in the *z* direction increases obviously in the first stage, which indicates a rolling mode. Then, the coordinate in the *z* direction does not change much in the later stage, which means sliding mode dominates in the motion. The reason is that the kinetic energy of the carbon nanotube is small in the beginning, which is not able to overcome the interface barrier directly, resulting in rolling. With the increasing of the kinetic energy of the carbon nanotube, its motion behavior transforms from roll to slide.

We further investigate the influence of chiral angle, diameter, and length of carbon nanotubes on their motion behaviors. First, we examine the chiral angle effect using five configurations, SWCNT (11,9), SWCNT (12,8), SWCNT (13,7), SWCNT (14,6), and SWCNT (15,0), which have varying angles but have almost the same diameters. The results show that their motion behavior is the same as that of SWCNT (10,10), indicating that the effect of chiral angle on the motion behavior of grafted hydroxyl carbon nanotubes can be neglected. Next, we select SWCNT (7,7), SWCNT (15,15), SWCNT (20,20), and SWCNT (25,25) to study the influence of diameter. The results of models a and b are similar to that of SWCNT (10,10). However, in model c, the results are different from that of SWCNT (10,10). When the motion mode of SWCNT (15,15), SWCNT (20,20), and SWCNT (25,25) changes to continuous rolling, the hydroxyl groups' ratio is 10%/25%, 15%/30%, and 20%/30%, respectively. The larger the diameter, the higher the hydroxyl groups' ratio when the motion mode changes. The reason can be attributed to the change of interface contact area. The interface structures show that SWCNT (15,15), SWCNT (20,20), and SWCNT (25,25) all have a platform on the bottom, as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, which causes the higher friction and the difficulty to roll. Higher ratio of hydroxyl groups offers stronger interface interaction and finally results in the occurrence of rolling. SWCNT (7,7) and SWCNT (10,10) both do not have a platform on the bottom, and then, the motion behavior of SWCNT (7,7) is almost the same as that of SWCNT (10,10). At last, we explore the length effect on motion by changing the length of SWCNT (10,10). Three lengths, 21.7, 54.3, and 81.4 nm, are explicitly scrutinized. We find that the motion behavior of SWCNT (10,10) with the length of 21.7 nm is consistent with the initial model c. However, in cases with lengths of 54.3 and 81.4 nm, they exhibit slight bending deformation during the rolling process due to large aspect ratio of length to diameter.Fig. 5The structure of carbon nanotube on Si substrate. **a** SWCNT (15,15). **b** SWCNT (20,20). **c** SWCNT (25,25)

Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

In summary, we reveal that the introduction of hydroxyl groups between the interfaces leads to the formation of hydrogen bonds, which increases the interface barrier and friction. The motion mode (slide or roll) of carbon nanotube on Si substrate can be tuned by the introduced hydroxyl groups' ratio on the interfaces and the speed of carbon nanotube. When the hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate are small (\< 10%/20%), the motion of carbon nanotube depends on interface potential barrier and kinetic energy. If the kinetic energy of carbon nanotube is high, the carbon nanotube slides on the substrate. Otherwise the carbon nanotube tends to roll to lower the barrier. When the hydroxyl groups' ratio on carbon nanotube and Si substrate is higher than 10%/20%, in which the interfacial potential energy barrier is very high, the carbon nanotube keeps rolling. The tuning of the motion mode is feasible to CNTs with different chiral angles, lengths, and diameters by adjusting the hydroxyl groups' ratio. The effect of the hydroxyl group on the motion mode of the carbon nanotube could be used to control the motion of CNT, and programmable nanodevices could be fabricated.
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